interest in Peirce's cosmology and theory of science in order to address fundamental issues in quantum mechanics. He translated Peirce's first set of Monist papers under the title of Mursten og Mørtel til en Metafysik (Bricks and Mortar for a Metaphysics), IMFUFA working paper n o . 169 (1988) , later published as Kosmologi og metafysik (below) and strongly contributed to the spread of Peircean ideas in Danish academia.
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When Danish semiotics saw a renaissance in the 1980s and the 1990s, Peirce was also "a significant part of that." Major figures in the development were the philologist Per Aage Brandt and the literary scholar Jørgen Dines Johansen, who both founded their own school and published extensively internationally. Brandt arranged (together with Anne Marie Dinesen) Seminar i Almen Semiotik (Seminars concerning General Semiotics), founded the journal Almen Semiotik (General Semiotics) -the first issue was a special issue on Peirce -and established "Center for Semiotik" ("Center for Semiotics") -and thereby making Peirce known to a broader Danish audience of students and scholars coming from very different areas of studies and research. Brandt published numerous of articles and books going more and more in the direction of formulating a "Cognitive Semiotics" also making a recourse to Peircean concepts such as sign, diagrammatic and iconic models, types of signs -and seeing processes of thought as processes of inference within a realist epistemology. (1996) (Cosmology and metaphysics) edited by Peder Voetmann Christiansen. These publications in the 1990s marked an increased interest in Peirce, and some of his texts now began to find their way into the curricula of the philosophy departments, and Peircean concepts -such as infinite semiosis, icon-index-symbol, abduction and pragmatism -could also be seen, more and more, in the tool boxes of Danish students and scholars coming from different humanistic disciplines e.g. literature theory, cultural studies, communication, and media and advertising research.
The Copenhagen School of Biosemiotics, CyberSemiotics, and Diagrammatology
During the 1980s, the 1990s, and the 2000s the "Copenhagen School of BioSemiotics" has committed itself to develop a "Semiotics of Nature" ranging from the lowest levels of sign processes in simple organisms to the cognitive and social and communicative behavior of animals -and thereby crossing the nature-culture barrier. Hence, theorists like biochemist Jesper Hoffmeyer, biologist Claus Emmeche, cyber-semiotician Søren Brier, and polyhistor Frederik Stjernfelt have -in one way or the other -worked their ways into a transdisciplinary framework in order to explain how all the phenomena of inherent meaning and signification in living nature have emerged in the universe -a universe which, in its very beginning, was chaotic and devoid of meaning and processes of signification. Following Peirce (and Thomas Sebeok) the "Bio-Semioticians" understand life and semiosis as being co-extensive and inspired by Peirce's writings on e.g. the triadic sign, mind, qualia, feeling, habit formation, evolutionary love, objective idealism, spontaneity and anti-determinism, they try to find and explain Signs of Meaning in the Universe (1996) as is the title of Hoffmeyers landmark volume. In the Cyber-semiotics of Brier -e.g. Cybernetics: Why Information is not Enough (2008) -a transdisciplinary biopsycho-social framework for understanding perception, signification, cognition, and communication, perhaps, the strongest influence from Peirce is found, and Brier integrates the Peircean point of view that the substance of reality is continuous, signs and regularities have real being, and it is impossible to remove the mental and the emotional from basic reality. Besides Stjernfelt's participation in the Copenhangen School of Biosemiotics it should also be mentioned that he has developed a "Theory of Diagrammatology" based on the mature Peirce (as well as Husserl). Stjernfelt investigates the role of diagrams in thought and knowledge as a centerpiece of epistemology -the Peircean diagrams allows for observation and experimentation with ideal structures and objects. Stjernfelt focuses on three regional areas of research within semiotics: biosemiotics, picture analysis and literature, and his diagrammatological approach leave the traditional relativism and culturalism behind, hence formulating a Peircean realist position. Stjernfelt's theory is most fully developed in Diagrammatology. An Investigation on the Borderlines of Phenomenology, Ontology and Semiotics (2007) . In 2014, he published Natural Propositions. The Actuality of Peirce's Doctrine of Dicisigns, arguing that Peirce's theory of propositions differs significantly from mainstream philosophy of logic and that it allows for propositions transgressing the medium of language, embracing pictures, diagrams, gesture etc. on the one hand and non-human communication and cognition on the other. Organization and Branding (2010) lays bare the theoretical presuppositions. Another, perhaps more surprising, area of application of Peircean ideas within Danish Academia is marketing and consumer research. Hence, from the beginning of the 2000s Peirce's semeiotic has been instrumental in understanding advertising and branding. Using Peirce's concept of consciousness, interpretant, and three modes of inference, Christian Andersen, Bent Sørensen, and Christian Jantzen have dealt with the structure of print advertisements indicating which signs functions to potentiate different effects of comprehension within the perceiver. Concerning brands and the process of branding Torkild Thellefsen and Bent Sørensen (also in collaboration with Marcel Danesi) have introduced the Peircean concepts of "Cognitive Branding" and the "Value Profile" in order to understand how the meaning of life style values become embedded in products and thereby influence people to make their purchase. The two concepts are anchored theoretically in Peirce's pragmaticism including his classification of the interpretants, the idea of habit and habit formation, and the maxim of meaningfulness, which direct the research towards four (inter)related perspectives: i) regarding branding as a process of meaning creation; ii) regarding a shared memory between brand users; iii) regarding the cognitive attention of brand users; and iv) regarding branding communities. In the pragmatic terminology of Peirce a brand is a symbol representing, upholding, and communicating values and a shared memory in a particular cultural setting (a universe of discourse, based on collateral experience) to its interpreters.
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Peirce's Metaphysics and His Remarks on Metaphor 7
The metaphysics of Peirce has also attracted the interest of Danish scholars during the 2000s. Søren Brier, Bent Sørensen, and Torkild Thellefsen have examined parts of Peirce's explanation of the main features of the universe such as chance, growth, laws of nature and mind and feeling in order to understand the thorough-going evolutionary character of his cosmology. Furthermore, building on the Peirce-scholar Father Vincent Potter (1929 -1994 , the authors have argued for a close connection between Peirce's concept of Summum Bonum (the highest good) and the aesthetical influence on the growth of ideas as an important aspect of creative processes. in a Peircean perspective." According to the authors Peirce had a "modern view on metaphor" as a semeiotic mechanism (a hypoicon) which is fundamental to thought and consciousness. Sørensen and Thellefsen try to develop the relation between metaphor and cognition and they understand the Peircean metaphor as rooted in the abductive mode of inference -hence, it is part of an intricate relation between experience, body, sign, and a guessing instinct as a semeiotic mechanism which can convey new insights.
The Reception of Peirce in the Future 9
It is now more than three decades ago since Peirce was first introduced in Denmark. 
